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Motivation and Relevant Literature
● Prof. Beagley’s wife is a biostatistician investigating patients and whether they are going to 
multiple doctors.
○ Prof. Beagley decided to employ a similar type of  investigation, but with regard to network outliers.
● How is information flowing through Facebook and other networks?
● Are specific nodes in the network classified as outliers?
● Outlier Detection in Graphs and Networks - C.C. Aggarwal
Terminology
● Network - A system of objects (nodes) and related pairs of those objects, known as edges.
● Centrality - the importance, or centrality, of a node.
○ There are multiple ways to measure centrality, but the numeric value of centrality is always between 0 (completely 
isolated/insignificant) and 1 (connected to the entire network/significant). This is done by standardizing network graph 
data.
Centrality Measure Types:
● Degree - proportion of the number of links to other nodes possessed by a node.
● Closeness - the average length between one node and the surrounding nodes.
○ The most central nodes have the shortest length.
● Betweenness - measures how often a node is used to reach another node.
● Eigenvector - the influence of a particular node in a network.
○ A node with a high eigenvector score  is connected to other nodes with a high score.
Network Visualization
● Prof. Beagley offered a great analogy for picturing networks.
● Imagine an interconnected series of airports. Every airport makes up part of the network. 
However, some airports, such as international airports, receive many more flights and are 
thus more important to the network/flight industry. These special airports are like the 
center of a wheel, with numerous spokes shooting off from the center.
Centrality Visualized
Previous Research
● Last year, Prof. Beagley used algorithms developed by Kylie Paceley and Paige Williams to 
analyze graphs reading the connections between arbitrarily selected Facebook graphs.
○ Medium-sized graphs with 2,000-3,000 nodes were Prof. Beagley’s preference.
● Graphs were chosen by looking through datasets in networkrepository.com
● Did not analyze the graphs to find outlier nodes.
Data Collection
● We looked at 21 network datasets. The majority were university Facebook graphs, but we 
also looked at a handful of webpage, power, and citation networks.
● Networks were represented by a list of their edges.
● Facebook networks: http://networkrepository.com/socfb.php 
● Web page networks: http://networkrepository.com/web.php 
● Power networks: http://networkrepository.com/power.php 
● Citation networks: http://networkrepository.com/cit.php 
Example of a Network Dataset
● Nodes are classified as numbers for 
anonymity.
● The four outlier columns and the 
true/false statements were added by me.
Outlier Calculations
● Data distribution was unknown prior to 
analysis, necessitating an independent 
approach to looking at outliers.
● Quartile measurements and IQR were 
used to find outliers.
● IQR = Q3 - Q1
● Low outlier < Q1-(1.5*IQR)
● High outlier > Q3+(1.5*IQR)
Research Questions
1) How many outliers per centrality measure?
2) How many of those outliers were high or low?
Network Types #1 and #2: Power and Citation

● Two different datasets, a power network and a citation network.
● Numerous high outliers and only a handful of low outliers.
● No outliers with a centrality measure > 0.35
High or Low Outliers?
Network Type #3: Facebook

Facebook: High or Low Outliers?
● Numerous high outliers between all four types.
● Only closeness outliers had low outliers.
● No outliers with a centrality measure > 0.5
Summary of Discoveries 
from Network Data
● Variation for one- and two-outlier 
nodes.
○ Isolated betweenness outliers 
were the most common.
● Three-outlier nodes were typically 
degree/betweenness/eigenvector
● Four-outlier nodes were very rare.
● This best visualizes the trend 
across every dataset I examined, 
except for the webpage networks.
Network Type #4: Webpage networks

Webpage: High or Low Outliers?
● Numerous high outliers between all four types.
● Only closeness outliers had low outliers.
● One betweenness outlier approximately equal to 0.7
Conclusions
● Closeness outliers occurred much less frequently than degree, betweenness, and 
eigenvector outliers for almost every type of network examined for this project.
● Webpage networks had less eigenvector outliers than the other centrality measurements, 
but the difference in frequency was smaller compared to the closeness outliers.
Applications
● High outliers are critical distribution points for a power network.
● Citation networks provide a metric for determining the importance of a researcher’s 
contributions to multiple writings.
● Search engines like Google use eigenvector centrality to generate search results.
● Outliers in a university Facebook network could help determine which students are 
connected to the university’s social network. Low outliers may imply a disconnection from 
campus, a cause of concern for the faculty, while high outliers can be used to find 
influential students to market upcoming events or extracurricular activities.
Future Work
● Investigate planned (man-made, static) vs. unplanned graphs (artificial, dynamic)
● Centrality measurements for a node are typically related. If multiple centrality 
measurement scores are not related, then the node is likely an outlier.
○ A fixed ratio may exist between the degree and eigenvector centrality for most nodes, but not a 
specific subset of nodes.
● Different centrality measurements.
○ For example, Katz and percolation centrality.
● Different methods of finding outliers that do not assume the shape of the data.
